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by Grant R. Jeffrey, PhD
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© 1996 Grant R. Jeffrey, Ph.D.
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4 The Name of Jesus Revealed in the Old Testament
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Introduction
G. Edwin Lint
Before World War I, Rabbi Michael Dov Weissmandl learned about the mysterious concept of
Equidistant Letter Sequences (ELS) within the original Hebrew text of the Torah (the first five books of
the Bible). This phenomenon is also known as the Bible code. For example, when he found the first letter
of the Hebrew word Torah, he would count forward (or backward) until he found the second letter. If
that letter was 50 letters away, he'd look for the third letter another 50 letters away. This was tedious,
manual labor, done without the aid of a computer. But, he found words coded into the original Hebrew of
the Torah by applying the concept of ELS.
Recently, a group of Jewish scholars in Israel continued Rabbi Weissmandl's research using powerful
computers. Doron Witztum, Yoav Rosenberg, and Eliyahu Rips found many words embedded via ELS
within the text of the Torah. A paper called Equidistant Letter Sequences in the Book of Genesis was
published in 1988 in the Journal of the Royal Statistical Society -- and more recently in Statistical
Science, 1994, Vol. 9, No. 3, 429-438. The work was completed at Hebrew University and the Jerusalem
College of Technology.
The original text of the Bible was written without punctuation marks and with no spaces between
words. Therefore, with the aid of computers, it is possible to apply the concept of ELS and reveal
heretofore hidden key words within the surface meaning of the text, throughout the Old Testament.
The author of Signature of God, Grant L. Jeffrey, is a strong Bible scholar, an evangelical Christian,
and a well-known lecturer on Bible prophecy.
The author of The Bible Code and Bible Code II, Michael Drosnin, is a skeptical secular reporter.
However he wrote his book in close collaboration with Dr. Eliyahu Rips, a world-class mathematician, a
believer in God, and one of the discovers of the ELS concept.

The ELS research confirms these things:

God is real
He was/is/will be a real, supernatural entity with the power to dictate the Old Testament to shepherds
and kings in such a way that the truth is conveyed in the surface text while hidden ELS words are
sprinkled everywhere among the characters that make up the original Hebrew text.

The Bible Is Truth
Not only did God inspire the Bible's writers to say what they said, He inspired them to say it in a way
which spelled out these hidden messages. No humans could have done this, even with today's computers.
The chances that it happened accidentally are beyond calculation. We've heard the Bible called a good
book for years. Now we know that the Bible is THE Good Book. Almighty God, the Chief Executive Officer
of the entire universe, has dictated it verbatim. How could it be anything else but Truth?
What about other religious books? That's what they are: other religious books. The Bible is the only Book
of Truth.

Quality Control: God's Hand on the Scribes
After God had gone to all the trouble to embed hidden messages via ELS, the resultant Hebrew text
written by the Bible authors had to be preserved totally intact. No problem. God empowered the scribes,
monks, and copyists who made copies of the original manuscripts to work at zero tolerance for errors.
Just one typo in the first verse of Genesis, and God's system of ELS could have been contaminated. I have
been typing on a keyboard since 1949 and on a computer keyboard since 1981. Over the years, I have
made more typos per square inch than anyone living or dead. If the entire Old Testament could be copied
by hand without a single error, that would indeed be a miracle.
But mistakes didn't happen. There were zero typos. Or, if mistakes were made, -- they were caught and
corrected. Biblical copyists and proofreaders down through the ages: we owe you an eternal debt of
gratitude. Due to your skill, diligence, and meticulous attention to detail, Equidistant Letter Sequences
(ELS) in the Old Testament is intact today.
After all, He is God!

Attention Flame-throwers!
Don't even bother.
People who make their living trying to discredit God and the Bible have already taken their best shots at
ELS and missed the mark. Scientists, mathematicians, liberal theologians, agnostics, skeptics, atheists -no one has been able to shoot down the ELS research.

Prologue to Proof
by G. Edwin Lint
My first personal recollection of the Bible was sitting on the lap of my Gram, Rev. Florein Strohl, as
she read to me from the Egermier's Bible Story Book about the Old Testament heroes. I can still see that
blue cloth cover with the picture of Jesus talking to the children. What a great way for a little kid to spend
a rainy afternoon! Or any afternoon, for that matter.
Gram has been in Heaven now for many years. How she must have shouted the glory down when she
first found out about how God had authenticated Himself and His Word for this digital generation by
inserting key words into the Old Testament via ELS.
When I was a teenager, my Dad, Rev. J. Franklin Lint Sr., disciplined me one day by making me sit
down and memorize a verse of scripture. I cheated. I chose, "And the Lord spake unto Moses, saying."
From Exodus 6:10 to Deuteronomy 32:48, there is a scriptural record that God spoke to Moses 130
times. Dad went to be with the Lord in 1993, and lies beside Mom on a hillside in Milton, West Virginia;
she died in 1971. Little did Mom or Dad realize that when God spake unto Moses saying, He was dictating
the precise words that would contain the ELS codes which so amaze the Bible scholars as well as skeptics
of this digital age.
The Bible has been written by up to 39 separate authors in three different languages over a period of
3900 hundred years. Yet it has never been in proven conflict with itself. In other words, it has internal
integrity. No other literary work in the history of civilization can come even close to making, and
supporting, this claim.
And, the Bible has never been in proven conflict with scientific fact. It's been in conflict with theories,
such as evolution, but never with fact. The primary purpose of the Bible is to share with humans the
process whereby we may return to fellowship with our Creator, Almighty God.
However, when the Bible does speak about history, medicine, astronomy, or science, it is found to be
totally correct in the light of the latest scientific and archeological discoveries.
Michael Drosnin's The Bible Code is especially rich in detailed ELS references to the history as well as
the future of this nation and the planet.
It is my prayer that this humble Website will help you use these four books about the ELS codes to
verify for yourself that God is real, and the Bible is truth.

Dr. Jeffrey B. Satinover, Bible Review: November 1995:
"The robustness of the Torah codes findings derives from the rigor of the research. To be published in a
journal such as Statistical Science, it had to run, without stumbling, an unusually long gauntlet manned
by some of the world's most eminent statist icians. The results were thus triply unusual: in the
extraordinariness of what was found; in the strict scrutiny the findings had to hold up under; and in the
unusually small odds (less than 1 in 62,500) that they were due to chance. Other amazing claims about
the Bible, Shakespeare, etc., have never even remotely approached this kind of rigor, and have therefore
never come at all close to publication in a peer-reviewed hard-science venue. The editor of Statistical
Science, himself a skeptic, has challenged readers to find a flaw; though many have tried, none has
succeeded. All the 'First Crack' questions asked by Bible Review readers -- and many more sophisticated
ones -- have therefore already been asked by professional critics and exhaustively answered by the
research. Complete and convincing responses to even these initial criticisms get fairly technical."

What about secular events in the Bible?
ELS reveals that Hitler, Nazis, Auschwitz, Berlin, Poland, Twin Towers knocked by airplane, are coded
within the original Hebrew text of the Bible. ELS references to the assassinations of Yitzak Rabin, Anwar
Sadat, both Kennedys, and Abraham Lincoln are also documented. Check the Indices for details.

Annotated Index:
1. Bible Code and 2. Bible Code II
Equidistant letter sequences (ELS), which constitute the Bible code, are based on these facts:
1. The original text of the Old Testament was written in Hebrew.
2. This text was carefully preserved down through the centuries by monks and rabbis whose sole
function in life was the safeguarding of this original Hebrew text.
3. The original text was without punctuation or spaces between words. A computer can print out all
304,805 characters and display them into 64 rows of 4772 Hebrew characters.
4. The computer can also display the entire original Hebrew text of the Bible as a gigantic crossword
puzzle. Coded messages appear when ELS finds related words and concepts horizontally, vertically,
and diagonally.
5. Dates are coded according to the Hebrew calendar but are translated to AD for clarity.
The Bible Codes is filled with segments of these ELS crossword puzzles, many of which will be referenced
in this annotated index. Dr. Eliyahu Rips, the discoverer of the Bible code, claims we have only scratched
the surface with current findings. This is like working on a jigsaw puzzle with most of the pieces missing.
In The Bible Code, the references below show Hebrew characters with English footnotes, arranged in
crossword style.
In Bible Code II: The Countdown, even more electrifying revelations are documented on the following
pages: 3, 20, 167, 192, 236, 237.

Page

Topic

Findings

15

Rabin's
Assassination

Yitzhak Rabin, Assassin That Will Assassinate.

16

Rabin's
Assassination,
continued

Yitzhak Rabin, Amir, Name Of Assassin Who Will Assassinate, Name
Of Assassin

17

Rabin's
Assassination,
continued

Rabin Assassination, Amir, In 1995-96, Tel Aviv

19

Start of the Gulf Fire on 3rd Shevat (January 18, 1991), Missile, War, Hussein (picked
War
a day), Saddam, Enemy

32

President
Clinton

33

President Nixon Watergate, Who Is He? President, But He Was Kicked Out

34

The Depression Economic Collapse, The Depression, 1929, Stocks

35

Neil Armstrong Man on Moon, Spaceship

36-37

Comet Hits
Jupiter

Clinton, President

Shoemaker-Levy, Will Pound Jupiter, 8th AV (July 16, 1994)

40

Holocaust

Hitler, Evil Man, Nazi and Enemy, Slaughter

47

Shakespeare

Shakespeare, Presented on Stage, Macbeth, Hamlet

48

Heavier-thanair Flight

Wright Brothers, Airplane

49

Newton and
Einstein

Newton, Gravity, Einstein, Science, He Overturned Present Reality,
They Prophesied a Brainy Person, A New and Excellent
Understanding

70-71 Terrorist Attack

Autobus, Explosion, Jerusalem, Israel, Fire; Great Noise, Dead
Bodies, They Will Ride and There Will Be Terror

73

Netanyahu
Election
Predicted

Prime Minister Netanyahu, Elected, Bibi

96

Role of the
Computer in
ELS

It Was Made By Computer, The Writing of God Engraved on the
Tablets

99

Purpose of ELS

Bible Code, Sealed Before God, Computer, To Shut Up the Words and
Seal the Book Until the End

104

Purpose of ELS, 1997, For You the Encoded/Hidden Secrets, He Sealed the Book Until
continued
the Time of the End.

106107

President
Roosevelt

Roosevelt, President, He Gave the Order to Strike on the Day of the
Great Defeat

107

First Atomic
Bomb

Atomic Holocaust, 1945, Japan

108

President
Kennedy

President Kennedy, To Die, Dallas

109

Lee Harvey
Oswald

Oswald, Marksman, Name of Assassin Who Will Assassinate

110

Jack Ruby

Oswald, Ruby, He Will Kill the Assassin

111

Bobby Kennedy R. F. Kennedy, S. Sirhan, Second Ruler Will Be Killed

117

Oklahoma City
Bombing

Murrah Building, Killed, Torn to Pieces, Desolated, Slaughtered,
Death

118

Oklahoma City
Bombing,
continued

Oklahoma, Terrible Frightening Death, There Will Be Terror

119

Oklahoma City
Bombing,
continued

His Name Is Timothy, McVeigh, Day 19, On the Ninth Hour, In the
Morning, He Ambushed, He Pounced, Terror

124125

World War III

World War, 2000, Atomic Holocaust, In 2000/2006

129

Communism
Falls

Fall Of, Communism, Russian, In China Next

134135

The Battle of
Armageddon

Harmegiddo, Mount Megiddo, Asad, Holocaust, Shooting From the
Military Post, Syria, Gog, Land of Magog, A Great Horde, A mighty
Army

139

Earthquakes

Great Earthquake, In 2000, In 2006

141

California
Earthquakes

Great Earthquake, LA Calif, In 2010, 1994

145

Japan
Earthquake

Kobe Japan, Fire, Earthquake, The Big One, 1995

154155

Comet Fall

Comet, 2006, Year Predicted for World, 2012, Earth Annihilated, It
(comet) Will Be Crumbled, I will Tear to Pieces, 2012

180

Salvation

Atomic Holocaust, In the End of Days, Code Will Save

3. The Signature of God
Pg. 7: Introduction
1. Pg. 20: The Battle for the Bible
2. Pg. 33: Incredible Evidence from Historical Documents
3. Pg. 48: Ancient Sinai Inscriptions and the Exodus
4. Pg. 69: Startling Archeological Discoveries
5. Pg. 81: The Historical Evidence About Jesus Christ
6. Pg. 108 Scientific Proof that the Bible Is Accurate
7. Pg. 139: Advanced Medical Knowledge in the Bible
8. Pg. 160: Precise Fulfillment of Bible Prophecy
9. Pg. 184: Evidence from Prophecies Fulfilled In Our Generation
10. Pg. 202: The Mysterious Hebrew Codes
11. Pg. 221: The Name of Jesus Encoded in the Old Testament
12. Pg. 228: The Mathematical Signature of God
13. Pg. 240: The Phenomenon of "Undesigned Coincidences"
14. Pg. 251: The Evidence of the Men who Wrote the New Testament
15. Pg. The Decision is Yours

Annotated Index to The Signature of God
with Emphasis on Equidistant Letter Sequences (ELS)
Note about Page Number Extensions
.1 represents the top third of the page in the source document, .2 the middle third, and .3 the
bottom third.
Editor's note: All key words in the Index (except Torah and Yeshua) have been anglicized for clarity. The
original ELS words are in Hebrew, which I can't write and you probably can't read. GEL

Pages +
Extensions

Topics

203.3

Jewish scholars continue the work of Rabbi Weissmandl: they publish a
paper in the "Journal of the Royal Statistical Society"

204.2

Jesus said every "jot and tittle" (tiny Hebrew characters)will be preserved

204.3
205.1

Modern Israeli math and computer gurus learn that every letter of the Torah
"fits into a complicated tapestry of staggering mathematical precision."
Scientists create a study text by removing all punctuation and spaces
between words; the original style of Hebrew scripture text

206.1

Now high-speed computers could look for ELS, both forward and backward

206.3

"Torah" is found in Genesis and Exodus: every 50 letters.

207.1

"God" is found in Leviticus: every 8 letters.

207.2

"Torah" is found in Numbers and Deuteronomy: every 50 letters in reverse.

207.3

Odds are 3,000,000:1 against this happening by chance.

207.3

"Eden" appears 16 times in Gen. 2:4-10

208.1

Conclusion: beyond chance or human design. Only God could have done it

209.1
209.2
211.2
211.3
213.3
214.2
215.2

Assassination of Anwar Sadat is detailed: his name, who killed him, and the
words Hebrew concepts of "gunfire, shot, murder, parade"
Deuteronomy contains these words about the Holocaust: "Hitler, Nazis,
Auschwitz, Belsen, Eichmann
Genesis 39-41 contains these words about the French Revolution, Louis,
Bourbon, Marseilles, Bastille.
Dr. David Kazhdan, math chair at Harvard: a warning forthose who reject
this evidence.
The level of incidence of ELS could not be duplicated by linguists and
supercomputers.
First 66 sages listed in Encyclopedia of Great Men of Israel; their names and
date of birth/death are found as ELS words in scripture!
ELS will not work on any Hebrew text outside of scripture, including the
apocrypha

215.3

Skeptics go crazy trying to debunk ELS; to no avail.

216.3

Researchers did not "play with the computer" until they got lucky.

217.1
217.2

Hebrew Torah text has been available to general public for years; it couldn't
be faked now.
ELS has been confirmed by Dr. Harold Gans, Sr. Researcher and Army
intelligence expert: odds of happening by chance are 250,000,000 to 1

218.2

We can't predict future with ELS; only study the past.

219.2

ELS has nothing to do with scriptural numerology

220.1

Possibility of all known instances of ELS happening by chance: one in several
billion.

221.1

Yeshua appears over and over again from Genesis to Malachi

221.2

"Yeshua Is My Name" appears in Messianic prophecies

221.3

Yacov Rambsel is major researcher of Yeshua in the Old Testament

222.3

Yeshua first appears in Gen. 1:1

4. The Name of Jesus Revealed in the Old Testament
Chapter One, Page 1 -- Yeshua in the First Word
Chapter Two, Page 21 -- Abraham
Chapter Three, Page 27 -- Isaac
Chapter Four, Page 39 -- Jacob
Chapter Five, Page 51 -- Joseph
Chapter Six, Page 75 -- Appointments of Yeshua
Chapter Seven, Page 79 -- Yeshua in the First Covenant
Chapter Eight, Page 88 -- The Laws of Probability
Chapter Nine, Page 97 -- The Forerunner
Chapter Ten, Page 111 -- Chastening and Blessing
Chapter Eleven, Page 119 -- A Remnant Seed
Chapter Twelve, Page 135 -- He Ascended on High
The Conclusion: Page 145 -- He Came and He Is Coming Again

Proof Epilogue
Who is the audience for Equidistant Letter Sequences (ELS)?
by G. Edwin Lint
Why did God go to all the trouble to insert ELS into the original Hebrew text of the Old Testament if no
one could research it with assurance until the current computer age?
Grant Jeffrey suggests in The Signature of God that the people of this generation are the audience for
the ELS phenomenon. We are the generation which has rejected the authority of God and His word in
our lives. We have taken God and His Word out of our schools, our criminal justice system, and our
public lives. And, many of us have taken God out of our personal behavior.
At the same time, we are the generation with the technology to decode ELS and the ability to publish
this information far and wide. At the last printing of Signature of God, there were 110,000 in print. That
is a lot of copies for a Christian book; the number will grow.
As the computer generation -- those of us who live along the information superhighway, we have the
ability to decode ELS, understand the significance of this research, and publish this exciting information
far and wide.
You are reading this information in an eBook. Hundreds of thousands of computers have accessed my
Web pages such as this, in up to 50 countries. I believe God has revealed the miracle of ELS to our
generation because we are in a position to both understand the concept and spread the truth.
Michael Drosnin, in his book The Bible Code, adds another slant to the purpose for modern ELS
revelations. He suggests that the Bible code is actually a book within a book. First, there is the surface
text of the Bible some of us know so well. But in addition, there is a hidden book, in the form of the ELS
codes. This hidden book had a time lock in the form of computer technology. Not until the computer age
could this book be opened. As such, this may be the "sealed book" of Daniel and Revelation. [See Chapter
4, Page 86.]
The American Heritage Dictionary defines apologetics as "The branch of theology that is concerned
with defending or proving the truth of Christian doctrines" . Up until ELS, it has been uphill sledding for
Christian apologists. Here are a few paraphrases of responses I have received to the other Christian
publishing I have done on the Web:
•

*The Bible is just one good book among many good books.

•
Jesus was a good man who did good things. There are many other good men who have done good
things, also.
•

Thinking people don't believe the Bible.

•

Everyone wants to go to Heaven. There are many ways to get there.

In spite of the ELS miracle, skeptics will continue to disbelieve the Bible and sling intellectual mud at
those who do. However, they can no longer hide behind the shield of science to do so.

What should I do?
Perhaps you have been believing and even teaching falsehoods all your life. Now you know the truth.
What now? Gentile or Jew -- North/South American or European -- African or Oriental, the answer is the
same. As the Apostle Paul said to the Philippian jailer: "Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ and thou shalt
be saved, and thy house."

Follow these three steps:
First. understand God's plan for your salvation.
Second, accept Jesus Christ as your personal Lamb of God, as your sin sacrifice.
Third, begin a spiritual growth and development process that will take you from being a baby
Christian to a mature Christian. I have a book on the Web titled First Steps for Baby Christians. It's
specifically designed to do just that.
In The Bible Code , Michael Drosnin finds that the years 2000 through 2006 may be times of great
disaster and destruction for the world. He also finds, on page 180 "In the end of days, the code will save".
The author of The Bible Code doesn't suggest how "the code will save". However, the New Testament is
filled with prophecies of the Rapture, when Jesus Christ will come back to earth to take all those who

have accepted Him as their personal Lamb of God to be with Him in Heaven forever. The details of what
the Bible teaches about the Rapture are found in a novel titled Gone.
Perhaps we will learn even more about the rapture when we have learned how to decode ELS
references to it in the Old Testament.

Resources
An Google Search was run August 4, 2008, using the following words in the advanced search field:
equidistant, letter sequence. Results: about 1,950 for "equidistant, letter sequence". (0.16 seconds)
Some are pro, some are con. Click at your own risk.
Here are a couple more items of interest:
Scientists Prove Divine Author of Genesis
Can You Trust The Bible?

Grant R. Jeffrey, Ph.D.
The late Grant R. Jeffrey is well known in the field of Bible prophecy. He was a powerful speaker, a
tireless researcher, and a prolific author and producer of audios and videos.
It was my privilege to hear Grant Jeffrey present the essence of The Signature of God the weekend of
November 6, 1996, in a conference at the Christian Life Assembly in Camp Hill, PA 17011 USA. In Bible
Code Software Comparisons by Roy A. Reinhold 1/21/98, you can read about the features of a number of
ELS software programs that enable the average person to look for the hidden codes in the Bible as
recently shown in The Bible Code by Michael Drosnin and Cracking the Bible Code by Jeffrey Satinover.
It was truly exciting to hear Grant explain the ELS concept and talk about what this new research will
mean to the Christian community and the world at large. This book is described in Grant's literature as
follows:
The Signature of God is the most fascinating and important book that Grant has written. This
book will startle and thrill you with its well-documented scientific evidence that will prove that the
Bible is the inspired Word of God beyond a shadow of a doubt. Grant argues that God has indeed
written His Signature on the pages of the Scriptures through a staggering number of divine proofs
that its words are inspired and authoritative.

Books
Apocalypse: The Coming Judgment of the Nations
Armageddon: Appointment with Destiny
Final Warning: Economic Collapse & the Coming World Gov.
Heaven: The Mystery of Angels (Revised & Expanded)
Messiah: War in the Middle East
Prince of Darkness
Signature of God

Videos
Agenda of the New world Order and the Tribulation
Antichrist and the Mark of the Beast

Archeological Discoveries and beneath the Temple
Ark of the Covenant and the Red Heifer
Coming Millennial kingdom
Coming Russian Invasion and Armageddon
European Superstate and the Tribulation
Financial Strategies & Assault on our Freedom
Prince of Darkness and the Final Inquisition
Prophetic Signs and the Tribulations
Rapture and Heaven's Glory
Rebirth of Israel and The Messiah
Rebuilding the Temple and its Treasures
Rush to Armageddon
Russia's Secret Agenda
Search for the Messiah
Seven-Hour Video Conference Album, Grant Jeffrey and Hal Lindsey

Audio Tapes
Destiny Dateline Tape of the month (12 tapes)
Seven-Hour Audio Conference Album, Grant Jeffrey and Hal Lindsey
Super Money Management (6 Cassettes)
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